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Hello, dear readers!
We are Young Journalists. With a begining of a new school year, we are here again.
We have a lots of interesting stuff for you. Our newspapers will go out once in 2
months. We hope you will enjoy.
Young Journalists

All the ideas in this newspaper are
the product of hard work and a lot
of fun on our weekly meetings. All
the texts in this issue were writen
or translated by this team of
enthusiastic sixth graders who call
themselves Young journalists.
They are:
Editor-in-chief:
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Hope you will enjoy our hard work and as you are reading it, we are
already thinking about our next issue. If you have any quwstions, ideas or
comments, feel free to contact us at young.yournalists.sps@gmail.com or
come and yoin us on the following days: in the morning - Monday at 13.10
or in the afternoon - Monday at 13.10

Let's start with a topic of the number: school
After a long
summer holidays,
we are
unfortunately back
to school. Some
pupils have new
subjects. It is not
easy to start school
year after a long,
exhausting holiday.
 We have some
suggestions for a
good start.

1.
Find a motivation
Don't bother yourself thinking
how quick holidays pased by or
how you don't want to go to
school. Make a positive attitude.
Imagine that school is a place
where you can have fun, where
you can hang out with friends,
but still learn something. Find a
sympathy and you will go easier
through your problems at school.

2.
Organize yourself
With a good organization, you
will find a time for everything.
Find time for everything you
need for school, follow lessons
instead TV guide, read a book for
school, plan in advance... Be
active in school and you will
have less job at home so you can
pay attention on your outdoor
school activities which make you
happy.

3.
Avoid extremes
It’s Monday. You wake up in a
last minute and frantically look
for your ‘’Happy bracelet’’ or
your shirt with Cool sign which
is on the bottom of your laundry
basket. This isn’t a good start of a
week. Prepare what you will
wear on time and avoid extremes.

4.
Going positive
Don't look on professors like on
people who want to make your life
harder. And they, like people of
meat and blood, have their good
and bad days. They try to do their
yob as best as possible so you try to
do your duties the best way you
can. That way you will avoid
unwanted situations and quarrals.
Put a smile on while teacher is in
the class and you will probably get
better marks.

5.
Have fun
Find time for friends and
relaxing. If someone is
complaning about you,
you just say to him the
same old story: how the
time in the school is the
best time in life. Just
relax and enjoy.

Magical places: London

London
London is the capital
city of England and
the United Kingdom.
With an estimated
8,308,369 residents in
2012, London is the
most populous region,
urban zone and
metropolitan area in
the United Kingdom
and is the largest city
in the European
Union.

Standing on the River
Thames, London has
been a major
settlement for two
millennia, its history
going back to its
founding by the
Romans, who named
it Londinium. London
is a leading global city,
with strengths in the
arts, commerce,
education,
entertainment,
fashion, finance,
healthcare, media,
professional services,
research and
development, tourism
and transport all
contributing to its
route.


It is one of the
world's leading
financial centres and
has the fifth- or sixthlargest metropolitan
area GDP in the
world depending on
measurement. London
is a world cultural
capital. It is the
world's most-visited
city as measured by
international arrivals
and has the world's
largest city airport
system measured by
passenger traffic.
London's 43
universities form the
largest concentration
of higher education in
Europe. In 2012,
London became the
first city to host the
modern Summer
Olympic Games three
times. London has a
diverse range of
peoples and cultures,
and more than 300
languages are spoken
within its
boundaries. London
had an official
population of
8,174,100, making it
the most populous
municipality in the
European Union, and
accounting for 12.5%
of the UK population.






 

The Greater London
Urban Area is the
second-largest in the
EU with a population
of 9,787,426
according to the 2011
census, while the
London metropolitan
area is the largest in
the EU with a total
population of
13,614,409, the
Greater London
Authority puts the
population of London
metropolitan region
at 21 million. London
had the largest
population of any city
in the world from
around 1831 to 1925.
London contains four
World Heritage Sites:
the Tower of London;
Kew Gardens; the site
comprising the Palace
of Westminster,
Westminster Abbey,
and St Margaret's
Church; and the
historic settlement of
Greenwich (in which
the Royal
Observatory,
Greenwich marks the
Prime Meridian, 0°
longitude, and GMT).



Other famous
landmarks include
Buckingham Palace,
the London Eye,
Piccadilly Circus, St
Paul's Cathedral,
Tower Bridge,
Trafalgar Square, and
The Shard. London is
home to numerous
museums, galleries,
libraries, sporting
events and other
cultural institutions,
including the British
Museum, National
Gallery, Tate Modern,
British Library and
40 West End theatres.
The London
Underground is the
oldest underground
railway network in
the world. So, London
is a great place and I
think you shoud visit
it.



Animal: Dog

DOG
Dog is an animal. He is very
smart. When they do
something, they look at
you with their beautiful
eyes. They behave as if
nothing has happened.
There are many types of
dogs. Some dogs like to
bark a lot because they are
often on the chain. In the
shop for dogs you can
always find all for them:
shampoo, comb, food, toys.
The most famous shops are
Zoo plus, Pet shop. Most
dogs have floating skins.

There are a lot of food
types. There is a dry and wet
food. Brands of dry food are
Bosch, Eukanuba, Happy dog
supreme, Hills, Pro plan, Robur
(Bozita), Royal canin breed,
Royal canin size, Taste of the
wild. Brands of wet food are
Animonda, Apllaws, Herrmanss,
Bio, Hills, Lukullus menu gustico,
Naturdiet, Rinti, Rocco, Schesir,
Terra canis.
I have a dog. His name is
Grga. He is a Labrador. He is 1 and
a half years old. He is sweet and
cuddly. (Ana K.)

Now some fun with computer games!

Computer game: NFS
Need for Speed (NFS) is a series
of racing video games published
by Electronic Arts (EA) and
developed by several studios
including Canadian company
EA Black Box and British
company Criterion Games.The
series released its first title,
The Need for Speed in 1994.
Initially, Need for Speed was
exclusive to the fifth
generation video game
consoles, eventually featuring
in all seventh generation
consoles by 2008. The titles
consist of racing with different
cars on various tracks, with
some titles including police
pursuits in races. Since Need
for Speed: Underground, the
series has integrated car body
customization into
gameplay.Need for Speed is the
most successful racing video
game series in the world, and
one of the most successful video
game franchises of all time. As
of October 2009, over 140
million copies of games in the
Need for Speed series have been
sold. In June 2012, It was
announced that Criterion
Games are in full control of the
Need for Speed franchise,
following Black Box's
restructuring. However, in
August 2013, it was announced
that Swedish developer Ghost
Games will be in control of the
Need for Speed series.

This are all setials from Need
for Speed:






















1994: The Need for

Speed
1997: Need for Speed
II
1998: Need for Speed
III: Hot Pursuit
1999: Need for Speed:
High Stakes / Need for
Speed: Road Challenge
2000: Need for Speed:
Porsche Unleashed
2002: Need for Speed:
Hot Pursuit 2
2003: Need for Speed:
Underground
2004: Need for Speed:
Underground 2
2005: Need for Speed:
Most Wanted
2006: Need for Speed:
Carbon
2007: Need for Speed:
ProStreet
2008: Need for Speed:
Undercover
2009: Need for Speed:
Shift
2009: Need for Speed:
Nitro
2010: Need for Speed:
World
2010: Need for Speed:
Hot Pursuit
2011: Need for Speed:
Shift 2 Unleashed
2011: Need for Speed:
The Run
2012: Need for Speed:
Most Wanted
2013: Need for Speed:
Rivals

Interesting facts

Through the
rainforest over a
bridge to nowhere

Brave Japanese
inhabitats live
in a crater

In a middle of the
rainforest in New
Zealand in
Whanganui national
park there is a
tourist attraction
called ''Bridge to
Nowhere''. You can
get to the isolated
concrete bridge only
by a speedboat snd
kayak and then walk
additional 40 min
down and around
rainforest paths. The
bridge is comletely
useless because there
are no roads on
either side of the
bridge.

The Japanese
island
Aogashima in
the Philippine
Sea is a big
undersea crater
with a little
vulcano. Last
time the vulcano
erupted in the
18th century.
About 200
inhabitants live
there today.

Now something about Smurfs 2!

THE SMURFS 2
The world is back in blue. This
is the second part of the
movie. Here is what it's about:
Smurfette is having
nightmares about betraying
her fellow Smurfs and turning
them over to Gargamel to be
captured. Meanwhile, the
Smurfs are preparing a
surprise party for Smurfette's
birthday, but as Smurfette
tries to find out what her
fellow Smurfs are planning,
none of them are saying a
word. She takes this to mean
that she is now unwelcome in
the village as a Smurf.
In France, Gargamel is now a
star attraction, amazing
people with his sorcery, but he
sees that he is running low on
the Smurf essence that gives
him his magic powers. With
his new creations, Evil Smurfs
called the Naughties Vexy and
Hackus, Gargamel plans on
opening a portal to the Smurf
village by using the Eiffel
tower as a conduit so that he
can kidnap Smurfette and,
through her, get Papa Smurf's
secret formula for creating
Smurfs. However, as the
portal he created is not big
enough for him to go through,
Gargamel takes Vexy and
sends her through to the
portal to grab Smurfette and
bring her to Paris. One of the
Smurfs witnesses the
abduction of Smurfette and
informs Papa Smurf. Papa
Smurf uses his magic to create
crystals that would allow
several of his Smurfs to travel
directly to Patrick Winslow's
residence in New York City in
order to get his help to rescue
Smurfette.

Papa originally intended for
Brainy, Hefty, and Gutsy to
use the crystals, but instead
through an accident Clumsy,
Grouchy and Vanity use them.
Papa and the three Smurfs
arrive in the apartment right
after the celebration of Blue's
fourth birthday where they
meet both the Winslows'
young boy and Patrick's
stepfather Victor Doyle, a man
who is a constant
embarrassment to Patrick.
The Smurfs soon discover
where Gargamel is, and so
they and the Winslows set off
for Paris in order to find him.

Actors and voices:
Neil Patrick Harris (Patrick
Winslow)
Jayma Mays (Grace Winslow)
Brendan Gleeson (Victor
Doyle,Patrick's stepfather)
Jacob Tremblay ( Blue
Winslow)
Hank Azaira (Gargamel)
Voices:
Johnathan Winterson (Papa
Smurf)
Katy Perry (Smurfette)
Christina Ricci (Vexy, a smart
and mischievous Smurf
created by Gargamel
"Naughty")
J. B. Smoove (Hackus, a funny
and physical Smurf created by
Gargamel "Naughty")

New car: Spyker B6
Spyker B6
New ''small'' Spyker
B6 Venator is
fighting for a place
beside Porshe 911.
Sport model with a
mid-engine has a car
body which is
entirely made of
carbon fiber and
aluminium platform
which all together is
a weight of 1400 kg.
It's powered by V6
engine which makes
more than 375 hp.
You can control
power on the back
wheels by
automaticly sixspeed gearbox.
Spyker actually
comes from aviation
so it has some marks
from the planes like
powerful back LED
lights. Although B6
Venator is still a
concept, serial
edittion should start
to produce in 2014.
It should look the
same. Price and all
other details will be
known soon.

Hyundai HND-9
Hyundai represents these days
concept of luxury model HND-9.
Car will be equiped with 3,3literes turbo Gdi engine with
back engine with 370 hp, eightspeed gearbox and 4x4 wheels.

Jaguar S 550 KS XJR
Jaguar S 550 KS XJR becomes the most
powerful edition is the biggest Jaguar's
limuzine XJ. It's powered by 5-liteered
V8 engine with compresor. It has sport
carosery details. XJ's edittion R will
have and sport suspension, brakes and
special alloy wheals. The rest of
techical details aren't known.

Now some sport: volleyball

Volleyball
Volleyball is a team sport
in which two teams of six
players are separated by a
net. Each team tries to
score points by grounding
a ball on the other team's
court under organized
rules. It has been a part of
the official program of
the Summer Olympic
Games since 1964. play
proceeds as follows: a
player on one of the teams
begins a 'rally' by serving
the ball (tossing or
releasing it and then
hitting it with a hand or
arm), from behind the
back boundary line of the
court, over the net, and
into the receiving team's
court. The receiving team
must not let the ball be
grounded within their
court. The team may
touch the ball up to 3
times but individual
players may not touch the
ball twice consecutively.
Typically, the first two
touches are used to set up
for an attack, an attempt
to direct the ball back
over the net in such a way
that the serving team is
unable to prevent it from
being grounded in their
court. We can play it
indoor or outdoor.

The rally continues, with
each team allowed as
many as three consecutive
touches, until either (1): a
team makes a kill,
grounding the ball on the
opponent's court and
winning the rally; or (2):
a team commits a fault
and loses the rally. The
team that wins the rally is
awarded a point, and
serves the ball to start the
next rally. A few of the
most common faults
include:
causing the ball to touch
the ground or floor
outside the opponents'
court or without first
passing over the net;

catching and throwing
the ball;

double hit: two
consecutive contacts with
the ball made by the same
player;
four consecutive contacts
with the ball made by the
same team;
net foul: touching the net
during play;
foot fault: the foot crosses
over the boundary line
when serving.

The ball is usually played
with the hands or arms,
but players can legally
strike or push (short
contact) the ball with any
part of the body.A
number of consistent
techniques have evolved
in volleyball, including
spiking and blocking
(because these plays are
made above the top of the
net, the vertical jump is
an athletic skill
emphasized in the sport)
as well as passing, setting,
and specialized player
positions and offensive
and defensive structures.

Time for some music!

Selena Gomez
This year for Selena
Gomez is more than
successful. She
recorded 3 films and
she published her new
album Star Dance. She
is representing it on a
Star Dance Tour. The
tour was in Europe in
September and it
continues in USA.

Lady Gaga
Lady Gaga has
surprised the music
world because she has
published her album
Applause 10 days
before the term. She
has published it earlier
because some parts of
the text have already
came to the people by
the Internet. This song
is a announcement to
her new album Artpop
which should came in
November.

Parfe squares
Dough: 6 tbsp. of sugar + 1 vanilla sugar, 6 tbsp.of flour,
2 tbsp. of oil, 1 tbsp of baking powder, 7 eggs whites parfait,
7 egg yolks
25 grams of sugar, 2 vanilla sugar, ½ pint of milk, 1 tbsp. of
sugar
2 bags of gelatin, 1 l of whipping cream whipped holla, 1 vanilla sugar, 10 grams of melted
chocolate
EJNJOY!!

And now some fun!

Teacher asked Timmy: - If you have 4 plums and you eat 4
plums how many of them are left?And Timmy answerd: - Well, 4 pits.-

One man said: - When somebody dives on a TV, I try to hold
breath till he dives out. When I was watching ''Nemo Rescue'', I
almost died.

And more fun! 
Welcome back to school!
---- In 15 languages
欢迎回到学校- Chinese
Bienvenue à l'école! -French
Willkommen zurück in die
Schule! - German
Bentornati a scuola! - Italian
Bienvenido de nuevo a la
escuela! -Spanish
Bem-vindo de volta para a
escola! -Portuguese
Добро пожаловать в школу!Russian
Velkommen tilbake til skolen!Norwegian
Mirë se vini përsëri në
shkollë!- Albanian
Добредојде назад кон
училиште! -Macedonian
Bonvenon reen al la
lernejo! -Esperanto
Witamy z powrotem do
szkoły! -Polish
Üdvözöljük vissza az
iskolába! -Hungarian
Maligayang pagbalik sa
paaralan! -Filipino
학교에 오신 것을 환영합니다!Korean

